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Welcome to the CAFIPLA Newsletter!
Dear reader, 

CAFIPLA offers an alternative concept for biogas plants by upgrading heterogeneous
biowaste streams. The project combines carboxylic acid production (CAP) and fibre
recovery (FRP) in two platforms. This combination aims to further convert carboxylic acids
and fibres into economically relevant compounds in a TRL 5 demonstration plant. 

In this newsletter we want to give you a first insight of the economic evaluation of the
CAFIPLA production process and the products. In addition, we want to inform you about
the current progress of the pre-treatment via the CAP platform. We have conducted
interviews with two partners to bring you closer to the benefits of the technology and
products. 

We hope you enjoy reading. 
Lea König and Karoline Wowra 
DECHEMA e.V. 
Dissemination leader in CAFIPLA
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1. Biobased products from mixed biowaste –
can this be profitable?

To examine the economic side of the CAFIPLA concept, the
four products polyhydroxyalkaloates (PHA), Microbial
protein (MP), medium chain carboxylic acids (MCCA) and
natural fibres were evaluated. Based on the application
areas, potential markets were defined, their production
volumes and annual sales were compiled, and the
currently largest manufacturers were identified. In
addition, the technical-economic, environmental, and legal
framework conditions were examined and evaluated for
opportunities and challenges for the products. Read the
full analysis now. 
 

Market analysis

2. Current progress in  CAFIPLA
Pre-treatment via the Carboxylic Acid Platform - WP2 

The overall concept is to optimize, integrate and demonstrate two platform pre-treatment
technologies (CAP and FRP) in a TRL 5 demonstration unit using a mixture of regionally
available, mixed organic waste streams. 
The main element of the CAFIPLA pre-treatment scheme is the initial mechanical
separation of fibrous biomass and soft biomass (easily biodegradable biomass). 
For each biomass type, specific value chains are put in place. The soft biomass is pre-
treated in the CAP, while the fibrous biomass is further pre-treated in the FRP. This initial
mechanical separation takes into account the specificities of each type of biomass, which
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automatically results in an adapted, more cost-effective and efficient valorisation of each
fraction.

In addition to ensiling also storage without pre-treatment is examined. Organic municipal
solid waste, provided by partner IDELUX Environnement, is stored at different
temperatures. For this purpose, the waste material is manually sorted and filled into
buckets. Analysis will show the effect of storage time and temperature on the composition
of organic municipal solid waste. It is expected that higher temperatures (37 °C) will
accelerate changes and allow predictions on long time storage. The findings will be
implemented during the subsequent scale-up of the overall process.

CAP/FRP process integration and
demonstration - WP4

Within the CAP/FRP process integration and
demonstration feedstocks will be selected and tested with
mechanical and biochemical pre-treatment. 
methods. The CAFIPLA partner Biopract (BPG) will specify
enzymes or enzyme mixtures and perform tests to define
specifications. BPG uses inclined channel test in order to
perform an applied enzyme screening on provides waste
material. The parameter observed is flowability of the
samples. An increase of flowability of shredded green
waste was induced by the hydrolytic activities present in
different tailor-made enzyme preparations (K: Control
without enzymes, E: enzyme treated samples). See picture
on the right. A very promising candidate for pre-treatment
of shredded green waste was identified (E4). Next steps
are to define the optimal dosage and incubation
parameters and to scale up the pre-treatment process
together with the partners. 



3. Innovative process and products – Two
CAFIPLA partners explains their passion/core
field
In CAFIPLA, in addition to the end products, the development of the technology platforms
play an important part. To take a closer look at both sides, we interviewed our partners
from OWS and Avecom.

Our partners Kim Windey and Marian van Wambeke from
Avecom, give us insights into the production of Microbial
proteins, their background, benefits and what makes them
particularly proud. 

“Every substrate has its own challenges because of its
different composition.” 
Kim Windey, Avecom. 
 

Interview

Our partners Filip Velghe and Jef van de Poel from OWS,
introduce us to one of the technologies used in CAFIPLA,
the anaerobic digestion, the big advantages and the high
potential regarding the producton of high value products. 

“Anaerobic digestion [...] is a waste treatment technology
with unique advantages for renewable energy.”  
Filip Velghe, OWS 
 

Interview

4. Join our network!
Get in contact with us and visit our homepage! 

Follow us on social media! 
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5. Consortium

The consortium consists of 6 SMEs and 6 research institutes: 
 

Enterprises

Idelux Environnement
Biopract GmbH
FRD - Fibres Recherche
Developpement
Organic Waste Systems (OWS)
Biotrend – Inovação e Engenharia
em Biotecnologia, S.A.
Avecom

Research institutes

Fundación Tecnalia Research &
Innovation
Deutsches
Biomasseforschungszentrum
Gemeinnutzige GmbH
Universität für Bodenkultur Wien -
Dept. IFA-Tulln
Leibniz Institute for Agricultural
Engineering and Bioeconomy e.V.
UNIVERSITEIT GENT - Center for
Microbial Ecology and Technology
(CMET)
DECHEMA e.V. - Society for Chemical
Engineering and Biotechnology
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